Genetic algorithms are widely cited as demonstrating the power of natural selection to produce biological complexity. In particular, the success of such search algorithms is said to show that intelligent design has no scientific value. Despite their merits, genetic algorithms establish nothing of the sort. Such algorithms succeed not through any intrinsic property of the search algorithm, but rather through incorporating sources of information derived from the programmer's prior knowledge. A genetic algorithm used to defend the efficacy of natural selection is Thomas's Steiner tree algorithm. This paper tracks the various sources of information incorporated into Thomas's algorithm. Rather than creating information from scratch, the algorithm incorporates resident information by restricting the set of solutions considered, introducing selection skew to increase the power of selection, and adopting a structure that facilitates fortuitous crossover. Thomas's algorithm, far from exhibiting the power of natural selection, merely demonstrates that an intelligent agent, in this case a human programmer, possesses the ability to incorporate into such algorithms the information necessary for successful search. 
INTRODUCTION
Genetic algorithms and simulations inspired by natural section have been offered as evidence for-or even convincing proof of-the abilities of neo-Darwinian evolution [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . These algorithms are search algorithms. With all such algorithms, a question is posed, such as what is the best antenna design, what is the shortest route through several cities, or what is the most central meeting point. All of these questions admit various approximate answers, but not all answers are equally good. Indeed, some are better than others-for example one route may be shorter than another, or one antenna design may be more efficient. A search algorithm seeks the optimal answer (ideally) or at least a reasonably good answer (usually) by evaluating many possible candidate solutions. It can, for instance, try many possible paths and use the results of each path to guide which path it will try next. A genetic algorithm is a search algorithm that uses procedures that mimic natural selection and random mutation to determine which candidate solutions to try next. Genetic algorithms have been applied successfully to a wide variety of problems [6] [7] [8] , thus demonstrating their usefulness as a tool for conducting searches.
Given the obvious success of genetic algorithms that are proposed to mimic natural selection, one might ask how anyone questions the efficacy of Darwinian processes. If computer simulations of evolution can conduct successful searches, surely biological evolution can do so as well, some say. It may be, however, as advocates of intelligent design have argued, that such algorithms succeed by incorporating information about the target [9, 10] . This is sometimes misunderstood as the claim that all such search algorithms work by sneaking the exact answer into the algorithm. On this view, when a genetic algorithm locates its target, it is only revealing that which has been cleverly hidden in the algorithm, like a magician pulling a rabbit from a hat. Certainly, some simulations such as Dawkin's METHINKS IT IS LIKE A WEASEL function this way [11, 12] .
Nevertheless, many simulations do not contain a fully articulated solution hidden behind lines of code that can be readily reconstructed by inspecting the program without running it. Proponents of intelligent design admit this possibility, arguing that such algorithms include information even when the solution has not been explicitly front-loaded into the simulation. The algorithm need not contain the explicit solution that is later found by running the algorithm. Rather, its code is frontloaded with specialized information for how to find that solution. Instead of the explicit answer, the means by which the eventual product can be found is front-loaded.
Imagine a bird-watcher who knows nothing about birds. He spends his time searching for birds in places that are unlikely to contain them, such as the grocery store, abandoned mines, or the international space station. One might assist the birdwatcher by telling him exactly where a bird can be found. But he can also be assisted in more subtle ways. Informing him that birds live in places like forests and not aboard space stations assists him, even though he is not being provided the exact coordinates of a bird.
The claim about genetic algorithms is not they have produced a hidden answer, like a bird-watcher using a precise set of coordinates to locate a bird. Instead, the claim is that the bird-watcher has been provided with details about the habitat and behavior of birds. This information assists in his search, enabling him to find the birds he wants to watch.
The Darwinist claim is that no such assistance is required. Rather, natural selection is innately capable of solving any biological problem that it faces. Analogously, a genetic algorithm ought to be able to succeed given nothing more than the description of the problem faced. It should not be necessary for an intelligent agent to tune or direct the evolutionary process. Any process so tuned is a teleological process, not a naturalistic one. The argument from genetic algorithms depends on maintaining the ateleological status [13] .
Conservation of information theorems, such as the No Free Lunch Theorems [14] , place limitations on the abilities of search algorithms. Any search algorithm uses resources to try to find its target. Different algorithms exist, but as long as they avoid searching the same place multiple times, given the same resources they will have the same average performance. As a result, excluding algorithms that visit the same place multiple times, no algorithm can be claimed to be superior to any other algorithm [15] [16] [17] . At best, it can be superior over some subset of all fitness functions. In consequence, observing that evolutionary algorithms are search algorithms does nothing to explain their success.
Genetic algorithms typically succeed because programmers incorporate problem-specific knowledge into the search algorithm. Various examples have been published in the literature. Avida [4] , a program purported to demonstrate evolution, works by rewarding simpler versions of complex components [18] . Dawkin's "METHINKS IT IS LIKE A WEASEL" simulation [1] works by providing the distance to a target phrase [11] . Ev [3] , another program purported to demonstrate evolution, works by providing the distance to a target along with a biased genomic representation [12] . Such algorithms do not demonstrate the abilities of undirected processes, but rather the powerful combination of human intelligence and brute force computing power.
The ID critic David Thomas openly disputes this assessment. To defend the creative power of genetic algorithms, he has presented a genetic algorithm for solving the Steiner tree problem, a well-known difficult computer science problem, in the journal Skeptical Inquirer [19] . Further details of the genetic algorithm are presented on the Panda's Thumb blog [20] . The actual code for the algorithm is given in the original Fortran [21] as well as in a rewritten version in C ++ [22] . The problem is similar to that of building a road network between several cities. Based on his algorithm's success, Thomas claims that, … two pillars of ID theory, "irreducible complexity" and "complex specified information" [have been] shown not to be beyond the capabilities of evolution, contrary to official ID dogma. [19] In the conclusion of his Panda's Thumb blog post, Thomas issued a challenge to ID advocates:
If you contend that this algorithm works only by sneaking in the answer (the Steiner shape) into the fitness test, please identify the precise code snippet where this frontloading is being performed.
The above quote shows that Thomas is under the misapprehension that intelligent design advocates claim that the actual answer is encoded into the algorithm. This is not in fact what intelligent design advocates claim, as will be shown later. Rather, we say that success is due to prior knowledge being exploited to produce active information in the search algorithm. Although the code does not include the actual Steiner shape, it does include a tuned algorithm for how to find the Steiner shape.
Thomas appears to admit the possibility of such fine-tuning, but denies that he himself has done so [19] :
Now, I could have implemented a "Fitness Function" that was designed to produce the formal Steiner solution only. For example, I could have taken steps to favor "shortest connectivity between all pairs of fixed nodes," or perhaps "junctions between three segments meeting at 120-degree angles." … But that would have required "knowledge of the target" at each and every step, and that was something I purposely wanted to avoid. While Thomas did not implement functions to favor either of the particular properties mentioned in this quote, he has in fact implemented algorithms that depend on knowledge of the target, as we will show. In addition, in response to Thomas's challenge, we will identify the precise code snippets where the frontloading is being performed.
Not all critics of intelligent design subscribe to the strawman that ID advocates think all search algorithms include their answer, but instead provide more sophisticated arguments [5] . Discussing their arguments is outside the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, our prior work [11, 12, 18] as well as this current paper demonstrate by example that success is due to the active information in the search algorithm.
Background on the Steiner tree problem
The Steiner tree problem can be visualized as cities that need to be connected by a highway system (Fig. 1) . The problem is to construct the road as inexpensively as possible. The most straightforward approach would be to build highways between the cities as depicted in Figure 1B . However, it is often possible to produce a shorter road system by having highway interchanges outside of the cities. Figure 1C shows a highway system where this is the case. For the purposes of this problem, we ignore the actual travel time on the highway. We are only interested in the cost of building the roads, which we assume to have a fixed per kilometer construction cost. The goal of the Steiner tree problem is to find the highway network that costs the least amount to build. Properly, this is the geometric or Euclidean Steiner tree problem. It is an NP-complete problem; however, a polynomial time approximation algorithm exists [23] . This means that although no efficient algorithm to find the optimal solution is believed to exist, an efficient algorithm to find a good solution does exist.
Thomas is not the only one to solve Steiner tree problems using genetic algorithms [24] [25] [26] . The problem has also been attacked in the more general form of the graphical Steiner tree problem [27, 28] , as well as in the rectilinear Steiner tree problem [29, 30] . The various versions of the Steiner tree problem differ in how they assign distances between the added interchanges and the cities.
All of these algorithms make use of the properties of the Steiner tree problem in order to make it easier to solve. For example, if the locations for the interchanges are known, figuring out how to connect those interchanges in the cheapest way is exactly the same as the minimum spanning tree problem which can solved quickly by using Prim's algorithm [31] . The number of possible locations for the interchanges can also be reduced, so that the algorithm does not have to consider as many interchanges. In the case of the rectilinear Steiner tree problem the number of possible interchanges can actually be reduced to be O(n) where n is the number of cities [30] . Each of these algorithms makes use of the specific nature of the Steiner tree problem in order to effectively solve it.
Jesus et al. [24] In other words, these algorithms are tuned to the Steiner tree problem far more than just by describing the nature of the problem in a fitness function. Rather they all make use of critical knowledge about good Steiner tree problem solutions in order to find better solutions.
These other algorithms are solving Steiner tree problem orders of magnitude more difficult than the ones considered by Thomas. Thomas solves problems of five or six cities, while other genetic algorithms handle 100 cities, and in one case as many as 1000 cities. The difficulty of the problem scales exponentially, making the size of the problem solved by the other algorithms very impressive when compared to the small version solved by Thomas's genetic algorithm.
Definitions
Thomas's algorithm. The "genome" used for the genetic algorithm consists of three parts, shown in Figure 2 , and described below.
1. This genome is of a fixed length, always containing the coordinates and connections for the maximum number of interchanges. This simplifies the genetic algorithm because it not necessary to implement deletion or insertion mutations. When the number of interchanges is less than four, the additional data is ignored as "junk DNA."
The cost function for a solution is (1) where n is the number of nodes, cities plus interchanges, and (2) where X i is the x-coordinate of node i and Y i is the y-coordinate of node i. R i,j = 1 if and only if there is a road between nodes i and j.
If the roads are not connected such that it is impossible to drive from one of the cities to any of the other cities, that solution is deemed incorrect. A very high cost, 100,000, is given to the invalid solution to make sure it is selected against. As long as the solution is connected properly, the cost of the solution is simply the sum of the distance between the connected cities and interchanges. This distance is calculated using the standard Euclidean distance.
The search algorithm itself is a genetic algorithm. Each generation consists of 2000 members. A variant of roulette-wheel selection is used with a skew factor to determine which members of a population will become parents of the next generation. The next generation is produced using single-point crossover between two parents. One tenth of the population has three point mutations applied to the genome. Elitism is also used, preserving the best of one generation to the next. Figure 3A shows the specific instance of the Steiner tree problem on which Thomas's genetic algorithm was demonstrated. All experiments in this paper and in the original presentation of the algorithm are done using this problem. Thomas would eventually demonstrate his algorithm on a six cities problem. However, because much more detail is given in his description of solving the five cities problem, that is where we are focusing.
Defining Performance. Every search algorithm terminates with a solution that has a specific cost. The optimal solution has the lowest cost; most solutions are not optimal. An algorithm with good performance should produce a low cost solution with a high probability. Performance is therefore presented as a graph of the probability of a particular solution being the outcome of a search process versus the cost of that solution. An algorithm that performs well should have larger spikes at lower cost.
Defining Success. What does it mean for a search algorithm to succeed? The actual question of what is deemed a success is arbitrary. Given the entire set Ω of possible solutions, some subset of those is defined to be the target T. A search algorithm is deemed a success if it produces a solution ∈ T. T can be defined in any way suitable for the problem under consideration.
In an attempt to establish the success of his algorithm and the difficulty of the problem being solved, Thomas points out that there are a large number of possible solutions.
All together, there are about 7*10 24+10 = 7*10 34 possible organisms in the "hypervolume" -a large number indeed. [20] Pointing out the large number of possible organisms, however, does not establish that the problem being solved is difficult. The actual number of distinct solutions is lower than the total number of solutions, because the same solution can be expressed in multiple ways. For example, the order of the interchanges in the genome can reordered without changing the cost. Additionally, the distribution of costs can be such that it is easy to obtain a solution with a low cost.
We define three targets, each based on a certain cost threshold. Following the original code and the description of Thomas, all cost values are reported rounded down, keeping only the integer part.
• Adequate
Any solution that costs less than 1246, in other words the trivial solution depicted in Figure 3B . • Good (4) Any solution at least as good as 1224. This is the solution that the genetic algorithm usually finds, as depicted in Figure 3C . • Optimal (5) Any solution that has a cost of 1212. Thomas indicates that this is the optimal solution [20] , and we have no reason to doubt it. An example is depicted in Figure 3D .
In most cases, data for optimal solutions is not shown because in most possible configurations the optimal solution was not found in any of our Monte Carlo experiments (see Results).
Active Information. In order to numerically quantify the assistance that this search algorithm received, we use the concept of active information [9] . Active information is defined to be (6) where q is the probability of the success of the search algorithm and p is the probability of the success of a baseline search algorithm. It measures how much more likely a search algorithm is to succeed relative to a baseline search algorithm. Using this measurement the performance of a search algorithm can be quantified. The baseline is necessary so that we can have an idea of the difficulty of the search algorithm according to some base reference and do not regard algorithms which solve easy problems as wildly successful. A baseline search is typically taken to be a single random guess at the answer.
RESULTS
The goal of our research was to determine what, if any, finetuning was required in order to produce Thomas's genetic algorithm. Does the genetic algorithm have the ability to solve the problem given only a description of the same? Or does the genetic algorithm bear the marks of an algorithm written to solve a particular problem and making use of prior knowledge about that problem?
In order to accomplish this we implemented a version of the algorithm based on the description given by Thomas [20] . However, the program derived from that description did not reproduce the reported results. Careful reading of the provided Fortran code showed that the description made a number of omissions with respect to the algorithm actually implemented. Thomas's C ++ follows the algorithm of the Fortran code in most respects. As our results will show, some of these differences proved to have a significant effect on the performance of the genetic algorithm.
It should be emphasized that fine-tuning genetic algorithms is common practice. There is nothing unreasonable about the practice. It is in fact necessary, and very useful for producing results from genetic algorithms. Problems arise when attempting to draw inference from a fine-tuned simulation to non-finetuned biological reality. We will demonstrate that the fine-tuning is necessary to the success of the algorithm; consequently, the results cannot be used to defend the success of search algorithm in the absence of fine-tuning.
Comparing empirical performance
In what follows we will be comparing Thomas's genetic algorithm to that of a random query search. Data on the performance of the search algorithm was obtained by Monte Carlo simulation. In the case of genetic algorithms, we ran 5615 distinct simulations, keeping track of how many times a particular cost was found. In the case of random query searches, we ran 11,228,106,000 random queries to determine the empirical probability distribution for the cost of a random solution. The actual performance of a random query search was calculated by using probability theory and this empirical distribution. Figure 4 shows the performance of the genetic algorithm presented by Thomas as compared to a random query algorithm. For Thomas's algorithm, each generation is run for 1000 generations giving a total of 2,000,000 queries or cost evaluations performed. That is, the algorithm considers two million distinct solutions and measures the cost of each solution. At the end of that process the best solution found during those queries is produced. The random query algorithm makes 2,000,000 random queries and reports the best of all of those queries. Figure 4 shows that obtaining a low cost solution to the Steiner tree problem is not as hard as it would at first appear.
The random query algorithm produces a cost of 1246 with probability slightly lower than 0.7. This solution corresponds to the minimum spanning tree solution (Fig. 3B) , where all highway junctions must be inside cities, and no interchanges can be added. This restriction simplifies the problem; there is a well-known efficient algorithm known as Prim's algorithm for finding the optimal solution [31] .
The reason why this solution is so common has to do with the genotype's configuration (Fig. 2) . One fifth of all genomes have zero interchanges. For five nodes there are 5 2 = 10 possible connections. This results in 1024 possible ways to connect the nodes, at least one of which corresponds to a minimum spanning tree. This means that at least one in 5120 genomes corresponds to this minimum spanning tree solution. Given two million random queries, not finding this trivial solution would be an improbable event. Repeated random queries will quickly find the minimum spanning tree with high probability. As a result, having a search algorithm find it is no great success. In his discussion, Thomas presents a number of non-Steiner solutions produced by his algorithm. These correspond to some of the bumps in Figure 4 . He says, I call the non-Steiner solutions "MacGyvers"…. The "MacGyver" solutions [the various non-optimal solutions] are not as elegant and pretty as the formal Steiner solutions, but they get the job done, and often quite efficiently. [20] One of these solutions mentioned by Thomas [20] is the minimum spanning tree solution presented above; the other two solutions he mentions are more expensive. Such solutions should not be considered as "quite efficient" or "getting the job done" because they are either trivial or worse than the trivial solution. It is not reasonable to deem the search algorithm as successful when it settles on one of these solutions.
Comparing the probability of success
In order to determine the probability of success for the random search algorithm, given the empirical probability distribution for a single query, we use the following technique. Let Q i for i ∈ (1..2000000) be a random variable: the cost of a randomly generated solution. Let Y = be the result of choosing the best solution of the 2,000,000 queries. 2,000,000 queries are performed because that is the number of queries performed by a run of the genetic algorithm. The probability distribution function of Y is [32] (7)
Since the various Q i are independent and identically distributed, (8) Since all costs are rounded down the nearest integer, we define the random variable Z = ⌊X. Thus we can determine the distribution of Z, the integral cost of the solution produced by a search algorithm making 2,000,000 random queries.
Determining sources of active information
Most search algorithms are parameterized. The parameters in genetic algorithm design are nearly always tuned by the programmer using some variation of trial and error. Typically, only the final successful result is reported in the literature, while program failures during the design of a successful genetic algorithm are generally not reported. These failures, however, can provide information about the character of the program's goal as learned by the programmer during the design of the program. Knowledge gained through failures themselves are part of the search and are included in the search by the programmer. Active information is therefore provided to the search. Tell-tale signs of this tuning are often evident in the program. Such is the case with Thomas's code.
Determining the baseline. Before we can measure the active information available from the different search algorithms, we need to establish the underlying difficulty of the problem. If we were to just make a random guess at a solution for the problem under consideration, what is the probability that guess would reach the target? That defines the probability of success, p, for the baseline search algorithm in Equation 6 . But that probability depends on which threshold is being considered. We will consider the probabilities of the three target thresholds: optimal, good, and adequate, as defined in the previous section.
Baseline for optimal solutions. How many optimal solutions exist? The method of encoding used by the genetic algorithm results in the same solution being encoded in multiple ways. By calculating the number of duplicates of the optimal solution we can estimate the probability of finding the optimal solution. The optimal solution has three interchanges. This means that the fourth interchange can take any value with 10 6 possible equivalent variations, since the fourth interchange's coordinates are now junk DNA. The fourth interchange would have eight possible connections, all of which are ignored, producing 2 8 equivalent variations. Additionally, the three interchanges can be placed into the representation in any order, but that order does not change the cost of the solution. There are 3! = 6 possible such arrangements.
There are four interchange solutions that do not connect anything to the fourth interchange and thus have equivalent cost. The actual coordinates of the fourth interchange do not matter, which gives 10 6 equivalent variations. The order of interchanges and which interchange is not used do not matter, giving 4! = 24 possible variations.
Other solutions of equal fitness may exist; however, this establishes a lower bound on the probability of guessing the correct solution. Consequently, (10) where T is the set of all optimal solutions. The total number of solutions is .
We can thus bound the probability of randomly selecting an optimal value (12) Baseline for good and adequate thresholds. We empirically estimated the probability of both the good and adequate thresholds by running Monte Carlo experiments that tested random solutions. 11,228,106,000 random queries were performed to obtain an empirical estimation of the probability of finding the target. The probabilities for finding the good and adequate targets were 1.7812e-09 and 1.9905e-07, respectively. The empirically determined probability for finding the optimal target was zero, because none of the random queries was successful in finding the target.
Effect of repeated queries. Active information can be obtained by many random queries. In fact we expect about log 2 Q bits of active information from performing Q queries [9] . Thus for about two million queries we expect to get approximately 21 bits of active information. The empirically determined bits of active information obtained by the random queries is 20.93 and 20.65 for the good and adequate targets, respectively. This agrees with the theoretical prediction for two million random queries. The empirically determined bits of active information for the optimal target were negative infinity (-∞), because we were unable to find the optimal target by random queries.
1
Effect of count of interchanges. The first element of the genome is the number of interchanges (Fig. 2) . However, the actual number of interchanges used in the solution may be less than the number specified in the genome. Consider the example illustrated in Figure 5 of an interchange unconnected to any of the cities. Because no highways are built to the interchange, no additional cost is contributed to the solution. The solution is indistinguishable from the equivalent solution without that interchange. As a result, we can say that this solution uses no interchanges despite including an interchange in the genome. Including the interchange count in the genome is therefore not strictly necessary. Instead, the interchanges can always be present and simply ignored if they are not connected to anything. The significance of including the interchange count is that it shifts the distribution of solutions. There are five possible interchange counts, {0,1,2,3,4}. With the count element, therefore, one fifth of all possible genomes contain zero interchanges. Without that count element, 2 -26 of all possible genomes contain no interchanges. 2 Including the count element pushes the distribution towards solutions with fewer interchanges. Not including the count element pushes the distribution towards more interchanges.
The code restricts the minimum number of interchanges to be two. That is, even though the genome theoretically allows for a specification of zero or one interchanges, this is prevented by the initialization and mutation code.
"The precise code snippet where this frontloading is being performed" from Thomas's Fortran version of the program is shown below. It ensures that there are at least two interchanges (Thomas calls them variable points) during the initialization of the population [21] :
NPV = INT(RNDVAL*FLOAT(NVMX-1))+2 ↩ ↪! MINIMUM 2 VARIABLE POINTS
1 A value of negative infinity for the active information in the search for the optimal target indicates that success is too rare to determine exactly how rare it is. 2 Given the initial 5 nodes, there are = 36 possible connections. This means that there are 26 connections involving the additional four nodes. In order for none of the additional nodes to exist, all of these connections must be off, giving a probability of 2 -26 . Other code ensures that mutations maintain at least two interchanges.
NEW = INT(URAND(SEED)*FLOAT(NVMX-1))+2 ↩ ↪ ! MINIMUM 2 VARIABLE POINTS
We can analytically determine the distribution of actuallyused interchanges given possible choices of a minimum interchange count. Thomas's algorithm requires at least two interchanges in every genome, even though it is possible that some of these are not connected to anything. In the next paragraph we analytically derive the distribution of used interchanges for varying minimum interchange counts. Figure 6 shows the distribution over different actual interchange counts varying with a minimum interchange count enforced in the simulation. It gives the probability of each number of interchanges given a specific minimum value. Given a minimum of zero, all different interchange counts have almost the same probability. However, given a minimum interchange count of four, which is equivalent to not having the interchange count element, obtaining a solution with less than four interchanges is unlikely. Each choice of a minimum interchange count produces a different distribution. As the minimum is increased, all counts below the minimum become very improbable but never reach zero. Thomas's algorithm uses an interchange count of two, which de-emphasizes solutions with zero or one interchange, while still emphasizing solutions with two or three interchanges. Figure 7 shows the probability of finding the targets given different minimum interchange counts. We see that a minimum interchange count of two, which is what the algorithm uses, seems to be the best choice. In contrast, placing no restriction on the number of additional interchanges results in a significant decrease of the probability of the finding the targets. Table 1 shows the active information extracted by these different versions of the algorithm. Notice that the active information to find the "Adequate" target using the unrestricted genotype is less than the 20 bits extracted by repeated random queries. It is easier to find an "Adequate" solution by random queries than with the unrestricted form of the genetic algorithm. The algorithm still outperforms the random queries for the "Good" solution. Thomas's original algorithm is restricted to a minimum of two interchanges and extracts over 28 bits of active information. Without the restriction on the number of interchanges, the algorithm extracts less than 24 bits of information. The restriction added four bits of active information to Thomas's algorithm. It is clear that tuning the minimum number of interchanges helped find a better solution.
Effect of restricted initialization. The genome allows the X and Y coordinates to lie anywhere in the range {0,1,2,…,999}. However, when the initial population is generated, the interchanges are restricted to being inside a smaller area. The following code is responsible for that restriction. The x-coordinate is restricted to be within the range 200-800 whereas the y-coordinate is restricted to be in the range 400-600. Figure 8A shows the area to which the initially selected interchanges are restricted. They are confined to the central area where we would expect useful interchanges to be positioned. Figure 8B shows how the performance of the genetic algorithm is affected by this change. Table 2 shows the active information obtained for each version of the algorithm. As with the previous example, the performance of searches for "Good" and "Adequate" targets have declined. The "Adequate" target is again less likely to be found with this genetic algorithm than a random query algorithm. It is clear that the restriction of the initial population to this area was a helpful decision.
Effect of selection skew. As noted, it is easy to obtain a solution with a score of 1246. The optimal solution has a cost of 1212. Consequently, there is a very small range of possible costs that are of interest, especially when contrasted with the range of possible costs, 0 -100000. As a result, any typical method of selection is going to have difficulty in differentiating between the different scores.
Thomas normalizes the costs of the solution in the population as follows: (13) where C i is the cost of solution i, C max is the solution with the largest cost and C min is the solution with lowest cost. Thomas defines the probability of population member i being selected as a parent for a reproductive event as (14) where s is the skew parameter. Without the skew parameter there isn't enough selective pressure to effectively separate scores of close value. Figure 9 shows how the skew affects the probability of finding the various targets. With a skew of just 1.0, the probability of success is noticeably decreased. However, a relatively small skew value is sufficient to enable helpful selection. Thomas had to tweak his algorithm to have sufficient selective pressure, so he used s = 1.5.
Effect of mutations. It is possible for an algorithm to use prior knowledge in the design of mutations. However, Figure 10 shows Thomas's algorithm not to be very dependent on mutations. Turning off mutations completely has a noticeable but not dramatic effect. However, varying the rate of mutation does not have a large effect either way. Consequently, this algorithm does not depend extensively on the mutations as a source of active information. Effect of crossover. While the algorithm is not very susceptible to mutations, it does depend on crossover. Crossover mixes two different genomes together to form the final genome. We contrast the performance of several methods of crossover:
• Single-point This is the method of crossover used in the Thomas's algorithm. A single point in the genome is chosen. The child receives a genome constructed of one parent before that point and another parent after that point (Fig. 11A ).
• Two-point Two points are selected. The child receives the genome of the first parent except between the two points where the second parent's DNA is taken (Fig. 11B ).
• Uniform
For each letter, the parent from which to copy the letter is chosen randomly. This results in a thorough mixing of the parent's genomes (Fig. 11C ).
• None
No crossover is used; instead one parent is used without modification. Table 3 shows the active information extracted by each form of crossover. Figure 12A shows the algorithm performance. It is clear the crossover method affects the algorithm performance. Introducing a single-point crossover is very helpful; however, increasing the amount of crossover does not improve performance further. Rather, performance decreases with increasing crossover. Some mixing of the genomes is helpful, but increased mixing degrades performance.
In addition, not all crossover points are equal. When the single-point crossover produces a child, it picks a point of division. Everything to the left of that point is taken from the "mother" and everything to the right is taken from the "father." But some points of division are more useful than others. As shown in Figure 2 , the genome is divided into three sections that are analogous to genes. The first gene specifies the number of interchanges. The second gene specifies the coordinates of all the interchanges. The third gene specifies which nodes are connected to each other. By restricting the location of the crossover point, we can control which genes are mixed and which are copied intact. To analyze the effects we ran simulations where the crossover point is restricted to different areas. These areas are depicted in Figure 13 and described below:
• Case 1 The crossover point is in the interchange count or coordinates. This preserves the connections, and produces a mix of the interchange coordinates. • Case 2 The crossover point is fixed between the location and the connections. This preserves both the coordinates and connections, but takes each from a different parent.
• Case 3
The crossover point is in the connections. This preserves the coordinates and produces a mix of the connections.
• Case 4
This is two point-crossover, with the first point fixed between the coordinates and connections. The second point is somewhere in the connections. Like case 3, this preserves the coordinates and mixes the connections. However, the connections are more thoroughly mixed. Figure 12B shows the results. Cases 1 and 2, which did not mix the connections, performed relatively poorly. In contrast, cases 3 and 4, which mixed the connections but not the coordinates, performed well. In fact, performing additional mixing provided better performance. This suggests that crossover works well primarily because it combines different connection maps. The one section or gene seems to work very well with crossover while the other sections do not.
Crossover is much more helpful when it results in recombining connection maps rather than recombining interchange coordinates. It does help in the case of being applied to the coordinates, but not nearly to the same degree as it does when applied to the connections. There is something unique about the connection map that makes crossover so successful. We suspect that it exploits some of the same properties used in Prim's algorithm.
Crossover works well because of the way the genome is structured. The genome is built using a structure consisting of a list of locations as well as a connection map indicating which cities and interchanges are connected. However, the ways in which the genome could be structured are limited only by the developer's creativity. A number of other possibilities also exist:
• Every city and interchange could have a list of other cities/interchanges to which it is connected.
• The genome could be a sequence of road segments specified by start and stop points
• The genome could have been represented as a bitmap where each bit indicates whether or not an integral coordinate was on a road. None of these methods were chosen, and none of them would seem to be useful representations. But they are rejected, not because something is intrinsically wrong with them, but because the developer uses his knowledge of the problem to come up with the best way to represent the solution. The programmer chooses the representation that he believes will be effective and part of that is choosing a representation that works well with crossover.
The crossover and genome structure work together. As such, their selection by the developer constitutes the use of prior knowledge about the problem in order to help identify better solutions.
C++ Algorithm changes
Thomas published a C ++ version of his algorithm [22] after posting his original description. Our focus has been on the Fortran version of the algorithm because that it where the most detailed results were presented. For the most part, the C ++ algorithm works the same as the Fortran algorithm but some differences should be noted.
• The minimum interchange count system has been modified. The initialization restricts the interchange used count to always be at the maximum.
[22] The claim that no design was involved in the production of this algorithm is very hard to maintain given this section of code. The code picks a random count for the number of interchanges; however, immediately afterwards it throws away the randomly calculated value and replaces it with the maximum possible, in this case, 4. The code is marked with the comment "override!!!," indicating that this was the intent of Thomas. It is the equivalent of saying "go east" and a moment later changing your mind and saying "go west." The most likely occurrence is that Thomas was unhappy with the initial performance of his algorithm and thus had to tweak it. Additionally, the probability of mutating the interchange count is very low. While not outright forbidding genomes with lower interchange counts, this causes the algorithm to prefer interchanges with the maximum count. The only way to decrease this count is to have a relatively rare mutation occur. The result is that the system is biased towards solutions with more interchanges.
• The restricted area initialization was not included.
• The skew remains the same.
• Crossover remains the same.
DISCUSSION

Irreducible complexity
Thomas claims to have debunked irreducible complexity. His claim is based on the idea that, given any of the solutions produced by the algorithm, removing one of the interchanges or one of the highway connections would result in a disconnected map. That is, because the algorithm builds the minimum amount of highway between the cities, there is no redundancy in the system. Removing anything will leave the drivers in at least one of the cities without a road to a destination city. As such, he argues that his genetic algorithm can build irreducible complexity, something that an evolutionary process is not supposed to be able to do.
Behe defined irreducible complexity as:
a single system composed of several well-matched, interacting parts that contribute to the basic function, wherein the removal of any one of the parts causes the system to effectively cease functioning [33] We must therefore ask whether or not the cities and interconnecting highways that the algorithm builds can be considered well-matched interacting parts. Behe has in mind a very complex system, one that chance, acting alone without selection, cannot reasonably be supposed to have produced. His argument is directed at the abilities of selection because the assumption is that chance alone is easily ruled out. That is a reasonable assumption for the biological systems that Behe considers.
However, this assumption does not hold in the case of Steiner trees. As has been demonstrated, producing a solution that is connected can be trivially done. This algorithm's success derives from adapting a working solution into a better one. But irreducible complexity is concerned with the difficulty of producing a working solution at all. If producing a working solution by random chance is trivial, then irreducible complexity simply does not apply.
Misunderstanding of prior statements
Thomas's understanding of the intelligent design position is that the product of genetic algorithms has been "snuck" into the algorithm [19] :
They claim that GAs cannot generate true novelty and that all such "answers" are surreptitiously introduced into the program via the algorithm's fitness testing functions.
Thomas defends this understanding by quoting one of us (Dembski):
And nevertheless, it remains the case that no genetic algorithm or evolutionary computation has designed a complex, multipart, functionally integrated, irreducibly complex system without stacking the deck by incorporating the very solution that was supposed to be attained from scratch. [34, p. 58] However, this quotation is not attempting to argue that all genetic algorithms succeed by incorporating the solution. Rather, the claim is specifically restricted to systems which are "complex, multipart, functionally integrated, and irreducibly complex." The above quote makes the argument that genetic algorithms have not developed any systems that are remotely comparable to the complexity that we find in biology, not that all targets must be embedded in the algorithm to be found.
The chapter on genetic algorithms in No Free Lunch: Why Specified Complexity Cannot Be Purchased without Intelligence [10] deals with this subject. The discussion is not restricted to genetic algorithms with a pre-specified target. Much of the text discusses such simulations, but only because the most wellknown genetic algorithms used to defend Darwinian evolution contain the target in just such a way. Other genetic algorithms, such as one that evolves antennas, or another that evolves strategies for playing checkers, are discussed. Even Elsberry and Shallit, both critics of intelligent design, point this out:
Dembski considers a number of genetic algorithms: variants on Dawkin's METHINKS IT IS LIKE A WEA-SEL example, an evolution simulation of Thomas Schneider, an algorithm of Altshuler & Linden for the design of antennas, and evolutionary programming approach to checkers-playing by Chellapilla & Fogel. [5] The following quotation from No Free Lunch: Why Specified Complexity Cannot Be Purchased without Intelligence [10] makes it clear that not all processes find answers hidden within the algorithm. In many cases the investigator inserts complex specified information (CSI) by the informed choices he makes.
In no way do SELEX, ribozyme engineering, or similar experimental techniques falsify the Law of Conservation of Information or circumvent the No Free Lunch theorems. In SELEX experiments large pools of randomized RNA molecules are formed by intelligent synthesis and not by chance-there is no natural route to RNA. These molecules are then sifted chemically by various means for catalytic function. What's more, the catalytic function is specified by the investigator. Those molecules showing some activity are isolated and become templates for the next round of selection. And so on, round after round. At every step in both SELEX and ribozyme (catalytic RNA) engineering experiments generally, the investigator is carefully arranging the outcome, even if he or she does not know the specific sequence that will emerge. It is simply irrelevant that the investigator is ignorant of the identity and structure of the evolved ribozyme and must determine it after the experiment is over. The investigator first had to specify a precise catalytic function, next had to specify a fitness measure gauging degree of catalytic function for a given biopolymer, and finally had to run an experiment optimizing the fitness measure. Only then does the investigator obtain a biopolymer exhibiting the catalytic function of interest. In all such experiments the investigator is inserting CSI right and left, most notably in specifying the fitness measure that gauges degree of catalytic function. Once it is clear what to look for, following the information trail in such experiments is straightforward. [10, pp. 220-221] Dembski went on to apply this logic generally, including to genetic algorithms.
A quotation from Meyer (2004) has also been used by Thomas [19] to support the contention that intelligent design proponents claim that all genetic algorithms reproduce a hidden solution:
These programs only succeed by the illicit expedient of providing the computer with a "target sequence" and then treating relatively greater proximity to future function (i.e., the target sequence), not actual present function, as a selection criterion. [35] However, in context "these programs" does not refer to the entire class of genetic algorithms, but rather to two specific examples for which this is a valid critique.
Moreover, the source continues:
As Berlinski (2000) has argued, genetic algorithms need something akin to a "forward looking memory" in order to succeed. Yet such foresighted selection has no analogue in nature. In biology, where differential survival depends upon maintaining function, selection cannot occur before new functional sequences arise. Natural selection lacks foresight. [35] The target sequence is merely the method that the algorithms under consideration use to provide foresighted selection. The objection being raised to genetic algorithms is that they simulate foresight, which natural selection does not have. It is not the presence of the target, but rather how it is used that is at issue.
Thomas has misunderstood the intelligent design position. Perhaps it has not been explained with sufficient clarity. We do not argue that every genetic algorithm contains the final output encoded within it. A quick survey of genetic algorithms shows that they routinely produce solutions which cannot have been encoded in them. Thus the argument is a straw man; we do not take that position.
Summary
Thomas has proposed a genetic algorithm used to solve the Steiner tree problem as proof that the Neo-Darwinian account of evolution explains biological complexity and that intelligent design has been roundly refuted. But this claim is based on a misunderstanding of what the intelligent design community has said. The claim is not that the solution found by a genetic algorithm is hidden inside the algorithm, but rather that the algorithm contains the necessary information sources in order to find a low probability target. This is because in order to develop a successful genetic algorithm, the developer makes many decisions based on knowledge of the problem he is attempting to solve. As such, information is derived from this prior knowledge of the search problem. Tuning a genetic algorithm is another source of active information: it is common simply because it works. The reason it works is because it exploits the developer's own knowledge of the problem to be solved.
Various other genetic algorithms that solve Steiner tree problems clearly and openly make use of theoretical insights into the Steiner tree problem to assist in the search. Thomas indicates that he does not make use of such knowledge, but this is not the case. The distribution of the number of interchanges has been tweaked so that the algorithm focuses on solutions with the correct number of interchanges. The initial population is generated such that the interchanges are located where they are more likely to be useful. The strength of selection has been increased by a parameter to counteract the small range of interesting fitness values. The crossover method and genome structure assist in finding the solution. All of these introduce active information; they are exploiting prior knowledge about the problem. Thomas's algorithm does make use of far less prior knowledge than the other Steiner tree algorithms and as a result is only able to solve problems an order of magnitude smaller.
